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Abstract 
Tambour, T., S-algebras and commutative rings. Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 82 
(1992) 289-313. 
In this paper we discuss graded subalgebras of the tensor algebra T(V) that are closed under 
permutations of the factors in homogeneous polynomials; these we call S-algebras. Examples 
are invariant algebras with respect to some subgroup of GL(V). We prove an S-version of the 
classical Endlichkeitssatz in the case of noncommutative invariants by using correspondences 
between S-algebras and certain commutative rings. We also discuss some generating functions, 
analogous to Hilbert series. associated to S-algebras. 
1. Introduction 
Let A = Brn2(, A,,? be a graded C-algebra with A,, = @. We say that A is an 
S-algebra if A,,, also has the structure of a module over the symmetric group S, 
for all m. The actions of the symmetric groups have to satisfy the following 
condition: Embed S,,, x S,, in S,,+,, by letting the first factor act on (1, . . , m} 
andthesecondon{m+l,..., m + n}. Denote this embedding by ((T, r) ++ (T * T. 
Then if fE A,,, gE A,,, u * T( fg) = a( f)~( g). If f,, . . . , fk are homogeneous 
elements of A, we denote by S@( f, , , fk ) the smallest (under inclusion) 
sub-S-algebra of A containing them; then SC( f,, . . , f,) is generated by the f, 
together with the actions of the symmetric groups. An S-algebra A is said to be 
finitely generated as an S-algebra (S-finitely generated for short) if there 
is a finite set f,, , . . , fk of (homogeneous) elements in A such that A = 
SW,, . . . , fk ) A homogeneous (left, right, or two-sided) ideal I = em?,, I,, of 
A is said to be an S-ideal if Z, is closed under the action of S,, for all m. The 
quotient A/Z is an S-algebra if Z is two-sided. In the sequel we will assume that all 
algebras A = @m20 A,,, are such that dim,A,,, < x. 
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Let V be a complex vector space of dimension n. We denote by T”(V) the mth 
tensor power of V and by S”(V) the mth symmetric power (all tensor products 
are over C). Then 
VV) = @” T”(V) and S(V) = mTc, Y(V) 
are the tensor and symmetric algebras over V, respectively. If x, , . . . , x, is a basis 
for V we make the identifications 
T(V)=@(x, ,..., x,) and S(V)=@[x ,,..., xx]. 
The tensor power T”(V) has the structure of an S,-module by 
where YES,,, and u,@.. . @II,,, E T”(V). Hence T(V) is an S-algebra. We can 
consider S”(V) as the maximal trivial sub-S,-module of T”(V), so S(V) is an 
S-algebra with trivial S-actions. The S-ideals of A c T(V) are two-sided. For if 
f E A,, g E 1,) then there is an element u E S,,, such that m( fg) = gJ 
Invariants 
When G is a group and M a G-module, we let 
MC = {x E M 1 gx =x for all g E G) 
be the set of G-invariants in M. Let G be a subgroup of GL(V). Then G acts as a 
group of homogeneous algebra automorphisms on T(V) and S(V) so we get 
invariant algebras 
T(v)G = mj3, T’n(v)G and 
> 
S(V)G = mFC, S’n(V)G . 
Since the actions of S, and GL(V) on T”‘(V) centralize each other, the space 
T”(V)G is an S,-module and T(V)G is an S-algebra. 
Theorem 1. If G is a reductive subgroup of GL(V), then 
(a) S(V)G is finitely generated, and 
(b) T(V)G is S-finitely generated. 
Here part (a) is due to Gordan (G = SL(2, C)), Hilbert, E. Noether, 
Weyl, . . . . Part (b) is due to Koryukin [5]. In Section 3 we will give a short proof 
of (b). In fact we will prove that T(V)G is S-finitely generated if and only if 
S(VYG, where G acts diagonally on V” = V CD. . . CB V and n = dim V. In the last 
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section we will give a proof of (b) for finite G that also gives explicit S-algebra 
generators. 
Remark. It is also known that T(V)G is always a free algebra (for any G and in 
any characteristic!), see [7] and [3]. Furthermore, if G is finite, then T(V)” is 
finitely generated (in the ordinary sense) if and only if G acts as a group of scalar 
matrices on V [2, 41. 
Generating functions 
Let A = ernzO A, 
dimensional complex 
series 
be a graded @-algebra such that all the A,‘s are finite- 
vector spaces. Then its Hilbert series is the formal power 
H(A, t) = c dim A,t” E Z[[t]] . 
If A is finitely generated and commutative, it is well known that this represents a 
rational function (Hilbert-Serre-Samuel). The denominator in this function has 
the form n(l - tdf), where the d,‘s are the degrees of the (homogeneous) 
generators. In the case of invariant algebras we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 2 (Molien and Weyl). Let G be a compact subgroup of GL(V) with 
Haar measure I_L. Then 
H@(V)“, t) = 1 d dk‘(g) 
RtC et(l - td ’ 
0 
The noncommutative analogue is the following: 
Theorem 3 (Almkvist, Dicks and Formanek 
H(T(V)“, t) = 1 ld$;)g > 
g=C 
where tr is the trace of g on V. Cl 
[l]). With G as in Theorem 2, 
This is obviously rational if ICI < m, but for other groups it may very well be 
nonrational (cf. [l] ; we will see that it can be transcendental even for compact 
groups). In the commutative case the Hilbert series gives some information about 
the degrees of the generators, but it seems to be very difficult to extract any such 
information in the noncommutative case. 
Now let A = ernrO A, be an S-algebra. Since A, is a module over S, it has a 
character, which we will denote by x(A,). Let ch be the characteristic map (see 
[8] and below). Then ch(x(A,)) . IS a symmetric function (in variables z, , z2, . . , 
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say). We now define 
fib% 2; t> = 2 ch(x(A,))t”’ E4[tll > 
VIZ0 
where A is the ring of symmetric functions (in the countably infinite set of 
variables zj). Strictly speaking, the factor tm is unnecessary in the definition, since 
ch( x(A,)) is already homogeneous of degree m, but it will be convenient to have 
the t later. 
Let xA be the irreducible character of S, corresponding to the partition A of m 
(so that ch( x^) = s, , the Schur function corresponding to A). Then ch( x(A,)) = 
c hkm ah,yA for some nonnegative integers uA (A k m means that A is a partition of 
m). Put l(A,) = zhkmuh; this is the length of A, as a module over the ring 
C[S,], i.e., the number of irreducibles into which it decomposes. We define 
&A, t) = c Z(A,)t” E Z[[t]] . 
??I20 
We will prove that both f?(A) and k(A, t) represent rational functions if A is 
S-finitely generated. In fact, we will prove that I?(A) equals the graded Hilbert 
series of a certain homogeneous subalgebra of S(V”) and that k(A, t) equals the 
Hilbert series of a certain subalgebra of S(V@A2V). 
The subgroup of the general linear group GL(V) consisting of diagonal 
matrices (the standard maximal torus) will be denoted by D. Finally, when W is a 
GL(V)-module, let W, be the weight space corresponding to 6 = (6,) . . , 6,) E 
N”, that is, 
W, = {w E W 1 D(z) w = z’w for all D(z) E D} . 
Here 
D(z) = 1 . . . ; 
i 
21 . . . 0 
0 . . . z,, 
and z’= z;I.. . .z>. 
2. The characteristic map 
Let CR,,, be the abelian group of virtual characters on S, (i.e., the free abelian 
group on the irreducible characters) and put CZz = emrO B,,, (with 9Qo = Z). Then 
93 is a commutative and associative ring with multiplication given by the induction 
product: if f E LB,,,  g E LB,, , then 
fs = ind$&(f X d E s2,+, .
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The scalar products on the ?&,,‘s give rise to a scalar product on the ring 3. The 
characteristic map ch is an isometrical isomorphism R* A, where the latter is the 
ring of symmetric functions. We have, for instance, ch(X*) = s,, the Schur 
function corresponding to A. 
When 6 E N”, let S, be the subgroup S,, X . . . X S, n of S,,, , where rn = 16 1 = 
c 6,. Here the first factor acts on { 1,2, . . . , S,} and so on; this is the Young 
subgroup corresponding to 6. It is easy to see that there is a unique partition A 
such that S, is conjugated to S, (in S,,). Let 
this is the symmetrizing operator. We also put 77s = n Q,. 
Now let M be an S,-module whose irreducible constituents correspond to 
partitions of length 5~1, and let V be a vector space with basis x, , . . . , x,!. Then 
S, acts diagonally on M C3 T”(V), and GL(V) acts on the second factor. These 
actions centralize each other, so (MB T”(V))“m is a GL(V)-module. Define a 
map I,!I:M~~*((MC~T”‘(V))~~)~ by y!~(~)=~,,,([@x*), wherex*=.$...x~. 
Lemma 4. (a) The map $ is an isomorphisrn of vector spaces. 
(b) Let x(M) be the character of M. Then ch(X(M))(z,, . , z,,) = 
c 6 EN,a (dim MS”)zS. 
(c) As an S,-module, M is generated by the spaces MS8 with 6 E N”. 
Proof. Write 
where 6! = 6,! . . . a,,! and in the sum (T runs over a set of representatives for the 
right cosets #S, of S, in S,. Now if a@S,, then ax’ # x6, so if 5 f 0, then this is 
nonzero. Hence I,!J is injective. A typical element of ((M 63 T’n(V))Sm)s is a sum of 
terms T,,( 5 @ ax”), 5 E M, r E S,, Let r], be the projection onto the space of 
S,-invariants. Then 
so Ic, is also surjective. Part (b) follows since the characteristic of M equals the 
trace of D(z) on (M @I Tm(V))Sm. To prove part (c), we can assume that M is 
irreducible. At least one coefficient in ch(XA) is nonzero, say dim(MS8), and then 
M”” generates M. q 
In fact, one can use part (b) as the definition of the characteristic map. It is 
easy to see that the dimension of the space of S,-invariants, where p is a 
partition, in a module M with character xh is equal to the Kostka number KAU: 
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dim(MSw) = [res?$x”). ls,ls, 
= Lx*, ind~(l.&~, by Frobenius reciprocity 
where [ , JG. is the scalar product on the space of class functions on the group G 
and ( , ) is the scalar product on the ring of symmetric functions. In particular, 
the space of S,-invariants has dimension 1. 
3. S-algebras and subalgebras of SW”) 
In this section we will establish a correspondence between sub-S-algebras of 
T(V) and homogeneous subalgebras of S(V”). Here II is the dimension of V and 
V” denotes the direct sum of II copies of V. It will be seen below that we could 
have worked with any VN instead, as long as N 2 n. In fact, the most natural 
thing to do is probably to work with the direct sum of an infinite number of copies 
of V, the formulas below are easily adjusted to this situation. The disadvantage 
with an infinite direct sum is that the generating functions no longer will be 
rational functions. 
We identify the algebras S(V”) and S(V)@‘” (the n-fold tensor product). The 
latter algebra is N”-graded (N = (0, 1,2, . . .}): for 6 = (a,, . . . , 6,) E N”, put 
S(V), = syv> 8. . . c3 P”(V) . 
We put S”(V) = @. In this notation, Sm(V’*) = $,8,=m S(V”),, where 16 1 = ci ai. 
If B = CE&.n B, is a homogeneous subalgebra of S(V”) (that is, B, = B fl 
S(V”),), we define its (multigraded) Hilbert series to be 
H(B, z; t) = c dim B,z’t”’ , 
SEN” 
where z~=z;~.. . :z>. For instance, S(V”) has the Hilbert series nr=, (1 - 
tz,>-“. 
As GL(V)-modules, 
S”(V) = Tm(Vp =7),(7-“(V)). 
Since 
%(T”(V)) = ~,,(Ts,(V))~-rl,z(T”:(V))~... ) 
we have an isomorphism of GL(V)-modules (cf. Teranishi’s total polarization in 
[lOI> 
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S(V), = T”(V)“~ . 
Let ,.$ : S(V”), -+ T”(V) denote this embedding. By a slight abuse of notation, 
we let qs also denote the map T”(V)+ S(V”),. For instance, q3,2j(xyxxy) = 
x2y @ XY, 77~0,2j(x~4 = L@ X’Y and &,r) (x2@y+xy@x)=xxy+ ;xyx+ ;yxx. 
Clearly ns 0 & is the identity on S(V”), . 
Let A = @ m20 A, be a sub-S-algebra of T(V). Put 
rl,(A,) = ,6z nzi(A,) ; 
m 
since Q(A,) c S(V”), c Sm(Vn), this sum is direct. Also put v(A) = 
CE3 mzO v,(A,). Since A, C T”(V), the irreducible S,n-constituents of A, corre- 
spond to partitions of length at most n = dim V. Hence without loss of informa- 
tion, we may assume that ch(x(A,,)) is a symmetric function in n variables 
21,. . . > 2, (i.e., we put 2; =0 for i>n). 
Theorem 5. (a) v(A) is a homogeneous subalgebra of S(V”). 
(b) If A is S-finitely generated, then v(A) is finitely generated. Zn fact, if 
f,, . . , fk are homogeneous S-algebra generators of A of degrees rn,, . . . , mk 
respectively, then 
{rl,(a(L)) I g E S,,, ISI = m,, 15 i 5 k) 
generates v(A) as an algebra. 
(c) Zf G is a subgroup of GL(V), then T(T(V)~) = S(V”)“. 
(d) &(A, z; t) = H(q(A), z; t). 
Proof. (a) Assume that f = qs ( fO), g = a( g,,), where A, E Am 
[a[= m, I&l= k). Let u E Smtk be such that 
a(u, 63. . -UmG3Ww,@~~~@lVw,) 
= (u, @ * . .c3 ug, c3 w, 8. * .@3 WC,) 
g,, E A, (so that 
Then 
fg = %+F(4fOg,,)) E Am+k ) 
where 6 + E = (6, + E, , . .), so A is closed under multiplication. 
(b) A typical element of A, is a sum of terms a( g, . . g,), where g, E 
{f,, . . , fk} and c E S,, m = C deg g;. Let 6 E N”, 16 I = m. Consider a mono- 
mial term 
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in g, . . . g,, where ai = deg gi, and the factor (x, 1 @. . . C3 xIo,) of Y. The permu- 
tation u reshuffles the factors xii, so that these appear in some (possibly new) 
order xii,, . . . , xii,, in ~(3). Let a, E S,! be the permutation with 
a,:‘(v) = j, for 14 Y 5 ai 
Suppose that 
xij, 7 . . 3 xi,k 
II 
appear among the first 6, factors of a(Y), 
X-. 'lk,,+l"" ’ Xiik tk ,, ,Z 
among the next 8, factors and so on. Put B, = ( ki, , k12, . . .). Then 
Tb(dg1 . . . EL>> = 77,,(~1(gl))rle,(~2(g2)). . . . 
(c) The maps ns are GL(V)-morphisms, and the restriction of ns to T”(V)‘6 is 
an isomorphism. Hence, if G is a subgroup of GL(V), Q(T”(V)~) = S(Vn)f and 
then v,,,(T”(V)~) = @,,,=,S(V”)f = Sm(V”)G. Finally part (d) follows from 
Lemma 4(b): 
ch( X(A,)) = c dim(A?)z” 
/S)=m 
= c dim(q8(A,))zS= c dim(q,(A,,,)),zS . 
~Sj=Wl /6l=f?l 
Theorem 5 is proved. q 
When f E T”(V), let d(f) be the dimension of the S,,-module generated by f. 
Then Hilbert-Serre-Samuel’s theorem and Theorem 5 give the following 
corollary: 
Corollary 6. Let A = SC( f, , . . . , f, ) be a sub-S-algebra of T(V), where the J are 
homogeneous of degrees mi, respectively. Then 
&A,z;t)= k P(Z, t) 
n n (1 - tm’Z*)WJ ’ 
i=l 161=m, 
where p(z, t) is a polynomial. 0 
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An application of Molien-Weyl’s theorem gives the following: 
Corollary 7. Let G be a compact subgroup of GL(V) with Haar measure p. Then 
A( T(V)‘;, z; t) = I +u(g) 
gem fi det(1 - tz,g) ’ 
0 
,=I 
Example. Let V= @x + @y and take f = xy E T*(V). Let A = SC{ f) . A basis for 
the S,-module generated by f is xy,yx. Applying qs with 6 = (2,0), (0,2), (1, 1) 
we see that 77(A) is generated by xy 8 1, 1 @xy, x0 y, y @3x. There is one 
relation, namely (xy C3 l)( 1 C3 xy) = (x C3 y)( y C3 x), which has multidegree (2,2). 
Hence 
A 1 - t4z;z; 
H(A, z; t, = (1 - t'zT)(l - t'zi)(l - t2Z,z2)* 
As another example let f = xxy + xyx + yxx, A = SC(f). Then q(A) is gener- 
atedbyf,=x’y~1,f,=x”~y++y~~x,f,=x~xy+y~~x”,f,=1~x2y.There 
is a relation of degree (6,6), namely f, f: + f: f4 = f z f :, so 
&(A,z;t)= 
1 - t’*z;Z; 
(1 - t”zi)(l - t3Z;Z2)(1 - t3z,Z;)(1 - t3zi) . 
By expanding this into Schur functions, one can see that the characteristic of the 
S,,-module generated by f” is 
q=2 
Koryukin’s theorem 
Theorem 8 (Koryukin). (a) 
generated. 
Let I be an S-ideal in T(V). Then I is S-jinitely 
(b) Let G be a subgroup of GL(V). Then T(V) G is S-finitely generated if and 
only if S(V”)G is finitely generated. 
-q.&) . 
Note. Teranishi has the same theorem in [lo], but with a slightly different proof. 
Proof. By Lemma 4(c), if M is any S,-module such that its irreducible con- 
stituents correspond to partitions of length sn, then M is generated by the 
subspaces Ms8, where 6 E Ni”, 16 1 = m. Hence I,,, is generated as S,-module by 
the spaces I?, 6 E N”. By using the same argument as in the proof of part (a) of 
Theorem 5, one sees that ~(1) = @,(@, Q(Z,,)) is an ideal in S(V”). Hence part 
(a) follows from Hilbert’s basis theorem. Similarly, T”(V)” is generated by the 
spaces & (S(V" )F ), which proves ‘if’ in part (b). ‘Only if’ is Theorem 5(b). 0 
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We now show how to obtain the ‘ordinary’ Hilbert series of an S-algebra from 
A. From [8, Chapter I, Section 3, Example 51 follows that 
lim s, $ , . . . , $ 
iv-r i 1 = $ /VW > 
N times 
where A is a partition of m. Let A be a sub-S-algebra of T(V) and consider 
&(A, z; t) as a symmetric function of N variables zi, . . . , zN. We get 
N times 
Denote the right-hand side by E(A, t); this is the exponential generating function 
for the numbers dim Am. Since 
_ 
I 
sm ems ds = m! , 
0 
we get 
H(A, t) = 1 e-“,??(A, st) ds . 
0 
We can now give a bizarre proof of Theorem 3: By a slight modification of 
Corollary 7, 
Wg) 
fi det(1 - tz,g) ’ 
i=l 
where as usual G c GL(V) is compact. With all zi equal to l/N, the denominator 
in the integral becomes 
fi det(l - i S) = fi (l- h Pj(6))N 2 
;=1 
where P,(g)>. . 7 P,(g) are the eigenvalues of g. As N-+oo, this tends to 
he- @,(R) = e-’ tr g 
j=l 
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m 
H(A, t) = I (I I dt-dg) e l-ttrg ’ 
gEG 0 &TEG 
4. S-algebras and subalgebras of S(V @V) 
Under the action of GL( V) X GL(V), S(V C3 V) decomposes as 
where 0, is the irreducible GL(V)-module corresponding to the partition A (see 
e.g. [S, formula (4.3) in Chapter I]). If G is a subgroup of GL(V), we let G, and 
G, be the subgroups G x 1 and 1 x G of GL(V) x GL(V), respectively. 
Whena=(S,,..., 8) E N”, (6 1 = m, we let S(V @ V), be the weight space of 
D, with weight 6. Then clearly 
S(V@V)$(V@V), CW@V),+. 3 
and 
so we have a multigrading on S(V @V). When A = @, A, is a homogeneous 
subalgebra of S( V @ V), we define its Hilbert series to be 
H(A, z; t) = c (dim A,)z’f”’ ~iZ[[z,, . . . , z,, t]] 
SEN” 
(the t is in some sense not necessary, but it will be convenient to have it later). If 
A is finitely generated, then its Hilbert series represents a rational function. For 
instance, 
H(S(V @ V), z; t) = fi (1 - Z,t)y . 
i=l 
Let A = @ mz,j A, be a sub-S-algebra of T(V). Put 
B,(A) = A, @ T,(V) and B(A) = me0 B,(A). 
Define a multiplication on B(A) by 
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where a,C3t,EA,@T,(V), etc. Define maps 4,: B,(T(V))+S”(V@V) by 
qb, ((Xi, c3 . . .@ Xi,) c3 (Xi, 63 . . .@ x,,)) = (Xi, @ Xi,) . . . (x,, @Xi,> 
and then extending linearly. We define 4 : B(T(V))+ S(V @ V) by +(c b,) = 
C $,(b,), where b, E B,(T(V)). Clearly $ is an algebra homomorphism. 
Hence, if A is a sub-S-algebra of T(V), then $(B(A)) is a subalgebra of 
S(V@V). 
Theorem 9. Let A be a sub-S-algebra of T(V). Then 
(4 &A, 2; t) = H(+(B(A)), z; t), 
(b) if A is S-jinitely generated, then $(B(A)) is finitely generated, 
(c) if G is a subgroup of GL(V), then $(B(T(V)“)) = S(V@V)G1. 
Proof. Let the symmetric group S, act diagonally on A, 8 T”(V); then B(A) 
becomes an S-algebra. Also let K,,, be the kernel of 7, on B,( T(V)). 
Since +,o (T = $,,, for all u E S,, we have &,, 0 7, = $,,,, wherefore K, C 
ker &,. On the other hand, 
if and only if there is an u E S, such that 
u(x,, (23. . @9 Xi,) = (x,; c3 * * .@a Xi,) . 
It follows that if 0 # 5 E B,( T(V))sm, then $,( 5) # 0. Hence K,,, = ker 4,) and 
so 4, induces an isomorphism of GL(V) x GL(V)-modules 
(T”(V)@ Tm(V))“=+ Sm(V@V) . 
(This is essentially clear from the definitions of tensor and symmetric powers, but 
we preferred to give a direct proof here.) We get an isomorphism of GL(V),- 
modules 
(A, @ TmVNS”‘+ hn(B,(A)) 
By [8], the characteristic of A, as an S,-module equals the trace of D(z) on 
(A, @ Tm(V))Sm, which consequently is 
and (a) is proved. 
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Assume that {f, 1 i E Z} is a set of S-generators for A and that fi has degree di. 
Then a typical element of B,(A) is a sum of terms 
where cr E S,, C (~,d, = m, t, E T”(V). But this is equal to 
so B(A) is generated by 
{f, $3 t; 1 ti E P’(V), i E Z} 
as an S-algebra. In particular, if A is S-finitely generated, so is B(A). 
The kernel of 4 is an S-ideal, so from 
B(A)/(ker 4 17 B(A)) s 4(B(A)) 
follows that the images of a set of S-generators for B(A) in $(@A)) generates 
this algebra. Hence (b) follows. 
Now let G be a subgroup of GL(V). We can write 
B,(T(V)) = Km @ UW’Nsn~ , 
and, taking the G-invariants, this gives 
B,,(T(V))G1 = B,n(Z-(V)G) = K,G1C3(B,(Z-(V))Sm)G1 
(the index ‘1’ refers as usual to the action on the first factor). Hence 
B,(T(V)“)“~~ = (B,(T(V))“~~)“~ . 
Since 4, induces a G,-isomorphism between B,(T(V))“m and Y(V@ V), it 
follows that 
4?JU~(V)G)) = 4?@,(QV)“Y”) 
= &((B,( T(V))Sm)GI) = S”(V @ V)“l . 
This finishes the proof. 0 
Again we see that if A is S-finitely generated, then fi(A, z; t) is a rational 
function. 
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Example. Let V= @x + Cy and let A be the S-algebra generated by xy E T’(V). 
Then B(A) is S-generated by xy 63 x2, xy @ xy, xy C3 yx, xy @I y2, and then $(B(A)) 
is generated by 
fi = (X@X)(Y @xl 7 f2=(x@~)(Y@Y)> 
f3 = (X@Y)(Y @xx) > f,=(x@Y)(Y@Y). 
There is one relation: f, f4 = f2f3. Hence 
&A, z1z2; t) = 
1 - t4z;z; 
(1 - t’zi)(l- t2z,z2)(1 - t2zi) . 
One can also use the above construction to prove Koryukin’s theorem. 
We are now-going to discuss some subalgebras of S(V @ V)u2 which we will 
relate to the H-series of S-algebras. Above we introduced a multigrading on 
S(V C3 V). Now we need a ‘total’ grading, defined by giving all generators xi @xi 
the degree 1; this means that the homogeneous part of degree m is simply 
Sm(V@V). If A = ernzO A, is a subalgebra and homogeneous with respect to 
this grading, we let H,,,(A, t) be its Hilbert series, that is, 
H,,,(A, t) = c dim A,t” . 
??I20 
We have, for instance, H,,,(S(V 63 V), t) = (1 - t)pn2. 
Now let AC T(V) be an S-algebra. Then +(B(A)) is a homogeneous sub- 
algebra with respect to the total grading, and since 
(A, @ T”(V))““’ 
is a GL(V)-module with action on the second factor, we have an action of GL(V) 
on 4(B(A)). 
Theorem 10. &A, t) = H,,,(c,b(B(A))“2, t). 
Proof. Assume that A, has the character ClChj5n a,x*. Then as GL(V)-modules, 
by the properties of the characteristic map. Now for all A, 0: is one-dimensional, 
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so the length of the S,-module A, is precisely the dimension of the space 
((A,, @ T”(V))Sm)U z (4,,(B,(A)))U. The theorem follows. 0 
In particular, if A is S-finitely generated, then (+(B(A)))U is finitely generated 
by Hadziev-Grosshans’s theorem [6, Kapitel III, Satz 3.21, so H(A, t) is then a 
rational function. If A = T(V)G is an invariant algebra we get 
@A, t) = H,,,(S(V 63 V)‘;xu, t) 
Finding the U-invariants in practice seems to be very difficult. Let us only 
consider S(V @ V)u2. For 15 i, , . . , i, i n, k 5 n, put 
x,,?x, . . . x,, @ xk 
T(i,,. ,ik)= : ‘.. : . 
xi,c3x, . . . X,$3Xk 
We obviously may assume that 1 5 i, < . . . < i, 5 II. Clearly T(i,, . . . , ik) is 
U,-invariant. Furthermore T(1,2,. . , k) is I/, -invariant, and 
D(z)T(l,. . . , k)= z, . . , zkT(l,. . . , k) (D acting on the first factor), so the 
GL(V),-module generated by T( 1, . . . , k) is isomorphic to A”V (corresponding 
to the partition (lk)). Define the sum of partitions as in [8]. Let 5,~ E S(V 8 V) 
be (/,-invariant, and such that D(z)5 = ~“5, D(z)7 = z’q, where h and p are 
partitions. Then obviously D(z)( 5~) = z*+‘l ( 57). Clearly a partition of length 5n 
can be uniquely expressed as a sum of the partitions (l), (l’), . , (1”). It 
follows that the smallest subalgebra & of S(V @ V) that is closed under GL(V), 
and contains T( 1, . , k), 15 k 5 n, actually contains all irreducible GL( V) ,- 
modules. It now follows from 
s(v @ v)” = [CT_ 0, as GL(V)-modules , 
and the fact that & is U,-invariant, that & = S(V @ V)‘,. But if g E GL(V), , then 
gT(l, . . . 2 k) is a linear combination of the T(i,, . . . , ik). We have proved the 
following theorem: 
Theorem 11. The algebra S(V 8 V)“2 is generated by the elements T(i,, . . . , ik), 
ISi,<.. .<i,sn, llkln. 0 
There are plenty of relations between the generators, for instance we have 
k+l 
z, (-l)“T(i,)T(i,, . . . , i,, . . . , ik+,) = 0 
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for 1 % k 5 n - 1, where the hat means deletion. This relation follows from 
xi, @xl x;,@x, . . . ‘,, $p ‘k 
x;~+;@x, qI+;@xl :: x,i+,‘C3xk 
zz 0. 
Finally a somewhat surprising fact (at least to the author). As GL(V)-modules, 
but S(V C3 V)02 and S(V $ A2V) are apparently far from isomorphic as algebras 
(if n >2). It follows also, that if G is a subgroup of GL(V), then 
H(T(V)G, t) = H(S(Ve3A2V)G, t) ) 
where the elements of A*V have degree 2. Hence, if G is compact with Haar 
measure /1, then 
H(T(V)G, t) = 1 dt-4 d
G det(1 - tg) det(1 - t”A”g) . 
Teranishi [ll] also has a discussion on the algebra S(VCBA’V). 
How to get fi from fi 
We will now show how one can obtain fi if one knows Z?. Let [,, . . . , I& be 
variables and put 
Define an additive map 
I c (Yi ,...;,z;I . . . 2: = a( ,,,,” 
Then J is an integral in the usual sense, since 
271 27 
I 
f(zl, . . . , z,,) = & 1 . . . 1 f(e”l, . , ei”l) dy, . . dy, 
0 0 
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We now have the following elegant formulas, due to 
then 
30.5 
Weyl: If n is even, n = 2r, 
-I 2’r! 1 s*(z,, 21 -1 , . 3 z,, 2, -‘)A(z,, *;I,. , z,, 2,‘) fi 5 = 1 
;=, I 
If n is odd, n=2r+l, then 
-1 ?- z.+l 
s*(z,, z1 >. . . > z,, *, -l, l)A(z,, z;l, . . , z,, z,‘, 1) n I 
[=, z;-1 
=l. 
Proofs of these formulas can be found in, e.g., [l]. Note that A in the integrals 
become zero if some z, = 1, so the integrands are polynomials in z,,zyl. 
We consider the case n = dim V even, n = 2r. The other case is treated 
similarly. Put 
F(z1, . . . 3 zr) = $ A(z 1, Zl -I,. . . 
Let M be an S,-module with character ,y(M) and assume that the irreducible 
constituents of M correspond to partitions of length <II. Then 
KM) = 1 ch(X(M))(z,, z;‘, . . . > z,, z,‘)+,, . . . > z,> 
It follows that 
&(A, eiYl, e-‘?l, . , eiYr, e-iY’; t) 
X F(e”l, . . . , elyr) dy, . dy, 
Putting 5; = eiYJ and going over to a contour integral in the complex plane gives 
I,‘&% d’,, l,‘, . . . , ir, l,‘; t) 
x F(l,, . . . , 6,) d5, . . d5, > 
where C is the unit circle (we treat t as a real variable with 0 < t < 1). 
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Example. Consider again A = SC( xy ), so that 
iZ(A,z,,z,;t)= 
1+ t*z,z, 
(1- t’z;)(l- t’&(l- t2z,z2) . 
WehaveF({)=2+[+[-‘. Puttingz,=z,‘=Jgives 
ii(A, t) = ; & 1 
J~‘(2+[+~~‘)(1+t*)d{ 1 
c (l- t’{‘)(l- t’s-*)(l- t’) = (1- t’)2 . 
The algebra A can also be obtained as an invariant algebra as follows: Let G be 
the unit circle acting on V= @x + @y by 
5.x = lx ) 5.y = py . 
Then a monomial in x,y is G-invariant if and only if it contains equal numbers of 
x’s and y’s, so that T(V)G = A. The integral formula above for I? fortunately 
gives the same result as we have obtained earlier. The ordinary Hilbert series is 
so it is an algebraic function. Now let H = {( 5,) i,) E C’ 1 1 &I = l} act on V= 
@x+@y+@z by 
Cl, 9 5;l.x = 51x > Cl,> d-2l.Y = 5;Y 9 (S,, 52).2 = 5;15;1z~ 
Then, as is easily seen, T(V)H = SC(xyz), and the corollary gives 
1 - ty 
w-w~ t> = (1 _ t”>‘yl _ f) . 
The ordinary Hilbert series is 
which is transcendental (see [l], where the same algebra is obtained as an 
invariant algebra of an infinite cyclic group). 
Remark. Let as usual ( , ) be the scalar product on the ring of symmetric 
functions. Then formally we have 
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%% t> = 2 l(A,,)t’” = c (ch(A,,), c sA(z))t” 
m 20 WZ2O *km 
= fib% z; 4, c t s*(z) 
/(h)5n 
= (‘(A, Z; t>, Jvsn (1 - Zi)-’ n 
Isi<,sn 
(1 - z;zJ’) . 
It would be interesting to have an independent description of this ‘scalar product’ 
of rational functions. 
6. On the multiplication in T(V) and S(V @ V)02 
In this section we will compare the multiplications in T(V) and S(V @ V)“>. We 
let 0, and QA be the irreducible GL(V)- and S,-modules corresponding to the 
partition A of m and also put 9, = 0, @ QA ; then WA is irreducible over GL(V) X 
S,. Let A k m, p k p. Let 0,. 0, be the sub-GL(V)-module of S”+p(V @ V)u2 
generated by the set of all xy with x E O,, y E 0,. Similarly, let YfA . !P,@ be the 
sub-GL(V) x S,,+,,-module of T “‘“(V) generated by all xy, x E YPA, y E Pfi. We 
can decompose these into irreducibles over GL(V) and GL(V) X Sm+,, , respec- 
tively: 
Since both S(V C3 V)“? and T(V) are multiplicity-free, the coefficients in these 
decompositions are 5 1. 
Now let A be the free abelian group on a set of symbols GA and B the free 
abelian group on a set of symbols $*, both indexed by the partitions of length ~II. 
Define multiplications in A and B by the rules 
With these definitions A and B become associative and commutative rings. 
Theorem 12. We have 
and these are both polynomial rings. 
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Before the proof, we need a little lemma. Let cf, be the Littlewood- 
Richardson coefficients, so that 
Lemma 13. If cTp # 0, then p 5 A + p in the natural ordering of partitions. 
Proof. By the Littlewood-Richardson rule, cfr is the number of tableaux T of 
shape p - A and weight p such that w(T) is a lattice permutation (see [S]). Let T 
be such a tableau and let aij be the number of i’s in the jth row of T. Since w(T) 
is a lattice permutation, ai, = 0 if j < i. For all i and k 2 i we have the following 
inequalities: 
a rk 5 pi - a,, - a,i+l - . . . - aik-l . 
Since pk - A, is the number of boxes in row number k, we have 
pk - hk = alk + aZk + ’ ’ ’ + akk , 
wherefore 
pk-hk~(~lLIaa,,-“.-a,k_l)+(~2-a22- -*’ -a2k-1) 
+ . . . + j.Lk 
= /_Ll + . . a+~k-all-(a12 + a22> - (a13 + a23 + a33> 
- . . . - 
(alk-l + ‘. ’ + ak-lk-l) 
=(p,+*. . + Pk) - (P, - 4) - (P2 - A21 
- . . . - 
(Pkm, - A,-,) 3 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 12. Choose 5, E Or, v = A, CL such that D(z)5, = z”5,, where 
z”=zp . ..z.. Then in Oh.OP, D(~)(5~5,)=z~+‘L5~5~, where A+p=(Ar+ 
p,, . . .). Clearly also t,{, is U-invariant, so O,,, is an irreducible constituent of 
0, . 0,. NOW 0, . 0, is a homomorphic image of 0, 63 0,) so by the lemma, 
4, = 0 unless p 5 A + p. Hence we can write 
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Hence, if A= (A,, A?,. . .) is a partition of length ~II, this gives 
where A’ = (A;, A; .) is the conjugate of A and the (Y*,, are integers. It follows 
that the coefficient matrix is invertible over Z, which proves the claim for the ring 
A. 
Let W, and W, be sub-GL(V)-modules of T(V) isomorphic to 0, and O,, 
respectively. Let 
Then W, W, is a GL(V)-module and it is isomorphic to 0, @ 0,. It follows that 
WA. Fp contains ?PA+, as an irreducible constituent and that b:, = 0 unless 
p I A + p. The proof for B now proceeds as for A. 0 
The integers a:,, and b:, are in general not equal. For instance, if dim V 2 4, 
then 
but 
The first equality follows from [8, Chapter I, Section 5, Example 61, since 
O(,‘). OC1’) G S3(O(,2)). 
Finally we cannot resist giving a proof of 
elements for the spaces of U-invariants OK,,, 
see that 
s(v@v)“““=~[w,, . . . ) o,] 
a result of Euler. Let w, be basis 
1 C= r I II. Then it is not difficult to 
and that this is a polynomial ring. In fact, a partition of length in can be uniquely 
written as a sum of the (1’)‘s. Let R, be the ring C[w,, . . . , w,] and M, the graded 
Rj-module w,Rj. Then the Hilbert series of M, is 
i 
H(“jTt)= (I_i)(I-II)...(I-+) . 
Since the Hilbert series of S(V @ V)” is (1 - t)-’ . . . (1 - t”)i, it follows if we let 
n+m that 
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1 
(I- f)(l - $). . . = 1 + & + 
2 
(1 - &I - t’) 
z 
+ (1 - t)(l $(I - t3) + . . 
Instead we could of course have worked with the ring of symmetric functions or 
some other ring with similar properties. 
7. S-algebras generated by a monomial 
Letx,,..., x,, be a basis for V and let A k m, l(A) 5 n. Put xh = x:I . . . xin. 
Lemma 14. The characteristic of the S,-module generated by xh is h,. 
Proof. Let M(x”) be the module generated by x*. We have a surjective S,- 
morphism 
where l,* is the principal S,-module. The dimension of the left-hand side is the 
index of S, in S,,, i.e., m!/h,! . . . A,!. This is also the dimension of M(x”), so the 
lemma is proved. q 
If we put kh = (kA,, kA2, . . .), it follows that 
c h,,(z,, . . . , z,Jtkm = f&X(x*), z; t) 
kzll 
is a rational function. The complete symmetric functions can be expanded in 
Schur functions: h, = c, KpAsp, so the length of the Sk,-module generated by 
kh . 
X IS 
Ck(A) = 2 K,,, 
&bkm 
This is also the total number of tableaux of weight kh. We get 
2, ~kb’)t~‘~ = &sC(xA), t) ) 
which is rational by the results above. When f(t) E C(t), put 
+,,(f)(P) = i mf’ (e27i”“mt) ; 
!J=o 
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this is the Reynolds operator. The right-hand side is fixed by the Galois group of 
C(t) over C(P), so +,(f)(P) EC(P). Now 
so the generating function for the number of tableaux of weight kh is a rational 
function. 
Now assume that 1(A) = y1 and that the greatest common divisor of the numbers 
hi is 1. Let G be the direct product of IZ - 1 copies of the unit circle. Define an 
action of G on V by 
Clearly xA = .x~I . ,I$~ is G-invariant. To find all invariants, it is enough to find 
the invariant monomials. Assume that X’ = xr’ . x,“” E T(V)“. Then h,,~, = 
A,p,, for all i. Let d be the greatest common divisor of A, and p,,. It follows that A,, 
divides dh, for all i. There are integers ui such that 
u,A, +.. . + a,A,, = 1 . 
Multiplying this by d we see that A,, divides d; in other words that A,, divides p,,. 
Hence p, is an integer multiple of A, for all i, which means that xfi lies in the 
S-algebra generated by x’. We have proved that 
T(V)” = SC(xA) . 
Now a formula in Section 5 can be used to find explicit formulas for the 
generating functions in this case. By modifying this discussion a little one can find 
the generating functions also in the case when the A, are not coprime. 
8. E. Noether’s theorem in the noncommutative case 
Let G be a finite group and V a G-module. A classical theorem of E. Noether 
(1916) then states that the algebra of invariants S(V)” is finitely generated, and 
that there is a set of generators of degrees s[Gi, the order of G. This is true also 
in the noncommutative case, if one puts an ‘S-’ in front of everything, by the 
results in Section 3. Here we will give a direct proof of this result, which is close 
to Noether’s. 
Theorem 15. Let G and V be as above. Then the algebra of noncommutative 
invariants T(V) ” is finitely generated as an S-algebra, and there is a set of 
generators of degrees 5 1 G 1. 
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Before the proof, we briefly discuss power sums in noncommuting variables. By 
Newton’s theorem and formulas the algebra of symmetric polynomials in commut- 
ing variables xi is generated by the power sums 
i:Xi> . .. . :,x:. 
I=1 
Assume that 
i x:” =,(i xi,. . ,i x:) ) 
,=I i=l r=l 
where by a homogeneity argument we may take 
p(y,, . ) y,) = c a,yy Y,"" E@[Yl,. . . ) YJ 
* 
so that C ipj is constant. Put 
p”(Y,, . . . > y,,)=Ca,y~‘...y~~~(Y,,...,Y,). 
!.l 
In p( C xi, . . , C x:) E C[x,, . . . , xl!] all mixed terms (i.e., monomial terms 
containing two different x,‘s) vanish, so if we apply the symmetrizing operator on 
p”(C x;, . . , c x:)E@(x,, . . . , x, ) all mixed terms vanish, which in particular 
shows that the power sums c XT E C(x,, . . . , x,) all lie in the S-algebra 
generated by the power sums of degree in. For instance, x3 + y’ = q3( +(x2 + 
y’)(x + y) - i(x + y)“) in C(x, y). 
Proof of Theorem 15. When v = (ii, . . . , i,) and 15 i, 5 II, put 
where x,, . . . , x, is a basis of V. Then 4, is a homogeneous invariant of degree m 
(if nonzero). If 
f= C ‘i ,,..., i,‘i, ’ ’ Xi,,E T(v)” ) 
llrksn 
then 
IGlf= C gf= C al ,,..., in19(i ,,..., i,) . 
gEG ik 
We will now show that the 9, of degree >n lie in the S-algebra generated by those 
of degree sn. 
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y,=i: gx;z,EC(x 1,“. x,,zl )...) z,), 
i=l 
where G acts trivially on the variables zj. By the discussion above, there is a 
polynomial p such that 
c y;=s p” c Yg,. . . , 
ylGl 
&ZEG 
( i g 
KEG 2 1) 
in C( y,; g E G), where s is the symmetrizing operator of some suitable degree. 
If we now expand the powers in c y: we get a sum 
C C gx,,‘i, ’ ’ ’ gximzim 
i ,,.... I,, gEG 
and correspondingly on the right-hand side. Applying the canonical homo- 
morphism 
a=(& z>+a=(x>@,a=W 
we only have to identify the coefficients of the zi, . . zi,, to finish the proof. 0 
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